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elf-determined sustainable development. By itself development is a big, 
heavy word. Add two other polysyllabic words to define it, and it is a 

mouthful to say. Each adjective is also just as weighty and suggestive of 
various meanings. So what exactly do we mean when we say self-determined 
sustainable development?

The Center for Development Programs in the Cordillera, a network of 13 
development NGOs, enumerates several principles that embody its essence. 
These are principles that form the framework of development CDPC adheres 
to in undertaking development work in the Cordillera region. 

People’s Participation. People or the community are the center of 
development action, not as beneficiaries but as main actors fully participating 
in all its phases and aspects at their own pace. Self  reliance. Development 
builds their knowledge and skills to become economically self sufficient. 
Social justice. Inequality is addressed and resources are used for their welfare. 

Sustainability. Development boosts their human resources and capability 
to develop and adapt appropriate technology in their agriculture and 
industries and to enhance their environment and resource management. 
Upholding human rights. Human rights, indigenous rights and gender equity 
are advanced towards a truly democratic society.             

 
Again, big words. But selfdetermined sustainable development can also be 

distilled in a single phrase or two where the preposition is key: for whom and 
by whom is development? When the answer is the community, then genuine 
development can really begin.  

editorial
D E F I N I N G  D E V E L O PM E N T
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espite government pronounce-
ments in advancing rural 
development, many Cordillera 

areas remain economically depressed, 
making them and the region an open 
field for all kinds of development 
projects funded by international 
agencies and multilateral finance 
institutions. Almost always, the proj-
ects are thrust upon communities, 
already designed, funded and ready 
for execution. 

If development projects ever 
reach rural areas, the local people are 
merely identified as beneficiaries, of-
ten disregarded in the various phases 
of the project cycle. The projects later 
turn out to be inappropriate or even 
irrelevant to the community situa-
tion, and thus a huge waste of funds 
except for the implementers, contrac-
tors and consultants.       

  
In Numpaling, a sitio of Namal in 

Asipulo, Ifugao, this type of devel-
opment has been turned on its head. 
There, the community members have 
taken the lead, being the principal 
actors and implementers in shaping 
their own development. Through 
the integrated area development 
approach facilitated by the Center 
for Development Programs in the 
Cordillera (CDPC), the indigenous 
community of Numpaling undertook 
a program on food security from 

conceptualization to implementation. 

They underwent a process of 
education, technical training and or-
ganisational development. They first 
analyzed their situation, identifying 
their problems and needs, learned 
basic development and project 
management principles, organised 
themselves and tnafnk planned and 
carried out the projects they identi-
fied to address their needs. 

Unlike other projects which end 
when funding ends, in this develop-
ment approach community unity and 
collective work from project con-
ceptualization to execution become 
the very stakes that ensure project 
sustainability.

Asipulo is a fifth-class municipality 
in Ifugao province with nine baran-
gays, one of which is Namal. A sitio 
of Namal, Numpaling has 15 subsi-
tios that hold a total 87 households 
with a population of 524, mainly of 
Kalanguya ethinicity.

A typical far-flung mountain si-
tio, Numpaling was an economically 
depressed area hardly reached by ba-
sic economic and social services. Un-
til recently it could only be reached 
by foot after a 2-hour hike from sitio 
Pullakaw, Gumhang in the neighbor-

Sitio Numpaling
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A typical far-flung mountain sitio, 
Numpaling was an economically depressed area 

hardly reached by basic economic and social services. 
Until recently it could only be reached by foot. 

ing municipality of Tinoc. With the 
recent construction of a motor trail, 
it is now accessible by motorcycle 
that takes about an hour’s ride from 
sitio Obo-ob, also in Gumhang.

The principal source of liveli-
hood in Numpaling is farming of 
camote or sweet potato in terraced 
payew (rice fields) and of other root 
crops and legumes in uma (swidden 
farms). Camote used to be the staple 
food grown, lasting for eight months 
in a year.

 The farmers also cultivate palay 
(rice) on a limited scale, doing one 
cropping a year since most of the rice 
fields are rainfed. The rice varieties 
planted are the traditional Pugot, 
Palawan, Ingkitan and Pulpog. Most 
of the farmers practice purely organ-
ic farming, but a few use commercial 
fertilizers (usually Urea). They follow 
up the rice crop with corn. 

More of the food produced in 
the sitio derives from swidden farms 
where they plant other crops such as 
peanut, ginger and a variety of veg-
etables. Sugarcane is also grown by 
some residents but on a small scale. 
Fruit trees are planted in backyards 
like pomelo, guava, banana, pineap-
ple and wild strawberry. Other veg-
etables like squash, pallang, sayote, 
kalunay and malunggay are usually 
planted in backyard gardens. 

The residents utilize every 
available space for food production, 
reflecting the diligence of the local 
people. Other sources of food are the 
forest where they hunt for wild boar 
and deer and the river that abounds 
with fish such as eel.

The source of cash for most of 
the community members comes 
from paid labor. After the planting 
season, most of them go to Benguet 
towns to work in vegetable farms. 
They are paid either daily or after the 
harvest when they receive their share 
of the harvest based on the sharing 
agreement entered into with the 
landowner.

Another source of cash is from 
carrying load work as kumboy or 
porters hired by people from the 
community to carry their baggage 
from Gumhang at P5 per kilo, the 
same rate applied to items trans-

Sitio Numpaling
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ported by motorcycle. A few families 
receive support from children or 
relatives who work overseas.

Despite the variety of food 
grown, the community still experi-
ences rice shortage. With limited rice 
production, almost all households 
go through a period of scarcity, as 
their harvest is not enough to sus-
tain them until the next cropping. 
Rice sufficiency for families lasts 
from only three to six months. Since 
camote production has also been in-
fected with the virus fusarium wilt to 
fill the rice shortage most households 
have to buy NFA (National Food 
Authority) rice, which is of lower 
quality but comparatively cheaper. 

Rice production in Numpaling 
remains at a low level since rice fields 
are not irrigated and are smaller in 
area compared to uma. But in areas 
with water sources, the residents are 
trying to cultivate a second crop. 

Hand tools remain the common 
equipment, such as the hoe, spade, 
shovel, scythe, bolo, binsa (hand 
trowel), hiblada (wheel barrow), 
maso (sledge hammer), barita (finch 
bar) and kumpay (sickle). They use 
the gamulang (panicle cutter) for 
harvesting. Only two families own 
a carabao that is used to plow the 
fields and rented out to those who 
can afford to hire it, usually at P500 
per contract or depending on the 
area of the field.

To help address their problem of 
food security especially rice insuf-
ficiency, the community through 
their organisation Nanhehekeyen 
Ni Numnum ni Numpaling (NNN) 
sought the assistance of the CDPC 
in 2010 through the Ifugao Peasant 
Leaders Forum.

The Nanhehekeyen ni Numnom 
id Numpaling was born in the 1980s 
comprised by all of the households in 
sitio Numpaling. Through the years, 
other households in sitios Lab-ong 
and Nakatengay joined NNN, bring-
ing its current total membership to 
130 households.

The CDPC used the integrat-
ed area development approach in 
sitio Numpaling as it does in all 
other areas assisted by its network 
members. This program approach 

Shaping Development

and process reflects CDPC’s frame-
work of self-determined sustainable 
development, which is premised 
on the direct involvement of the 
indigenous community themselves 
in all the phases and aspects of the 
project development cycle. This is 
in accordance with the development 
principle CDPC abides by of people’s 
participation, self-reliance, social 
justice and the special attention to 
the role of women. 

 
CDPC first conducted communi-

ty appraisals and prefeasbility stud-
ies, the results of which it presented 
to the community for validation. Af-
ter finalization of the studies, com-
munity planning was undertaken for 
the people to ascertain and analyse 
their problems, issues and long- and 
short-term needs. 

Increased food production is the  
community’s priority economic need
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and ginger. 

As part of the unity building pro-
cess NNN reviewed and continues to 
promote the following and other ba-
sic development principles it should 
conform to in project development:
  
Promote self-reliance as an objective

• Primarily address basic needs 
of the people
• Ensure and increase ecosys-
tem balance
• Should be PO managed 
• Be consistent with and en-
hance positive aspects of indige-
nous culture 
• Ensure social justice and 
lessen the gap between the better 
off and poorer sectors in the 
community.

These guiding principles aimed 
to strengthen NNN’s capability in 
directing social development that is 
more sustainable, just and self-reli-
ant.

The community formulated, united 
on and followed a general plan. In 

Collective Plan 
and Implementation

Identified as their top priority 
economic need was increased food 
production, and towards this, the 
community identified several so-
cio-economic projects: irrigation, 
vegetable seed provision to expand 
their vegetable farming, indigenous 
seed propagation and banking, 
animal dispersal, and provision of 
farm and production tools. Before 
implementation of these projects, full 
feasibility studies were conducted 
by community representatives and 
CDPC staff.

Collectively, the community 
implemented these projects, and 
their joint efforts have borne fruit. 
The seeds and animals distributed 
to them became additional sources 
of cash and food. The members are 
continuously propagating peanut and 
vegetable seeds, opening new herbal 
and vegetable gardens and raising 
chickens to further expand their food 
supply and cash income.

Increase in rice production 
however has been difficult because 
of the limited area and cold weather. 
To deal with this problem, CDPC 
intervened with trainings on sustain-
able agriculture, uma development 
(adapting the concept of sloping 
agricultural land techniques [SALT]), 
and other capability building. Plans 
were also discussed for processing 
surplus products such as peanuts and 
ginger.

But even before they could carry out 
their economic projects, the com-
munity members had to undergo 
technical education and training, 
which they also identified as a need, 
as well as capability building and 
organizational development. These 
program components were undertak-
en to ensure the sustainability of the 
projects. Community and sectoral 
organising was subsequently done, 
a major component of the CDPC 
program approach. 

Essential to the organising 
process was building NNN’s social 
awareness, leadership and manage-
ment capability, development educa-
tion and cultural renewal as the state 
of the organization has a crucial role 
in project sustainability. NNN is now 
in the process of forming a farm-
ers’ cooperative for marketing their 
surplus products specifically peanuts 

Integrated program approach

Development Education. NNN members 
learn the principles and basics of project 

management from CDPC staff 

“I was able to use the farm 
tools to make a new kaingin 

farm. I planted ginger, camote, 
and other vegetables that became 
our source of food. My children 
are no longer malnourished.”Soledad Diplat, farmer
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all program components, the over-
all plan included a detailed plan for 
each activity especially for the so-
cio-economic projects. The members 
formed committees to implement 
these. Theoretical inputs on specific 
needs were provided as early as proj-
ect conceptualization, which facili-
tated planning and programming. 

Guided by their general plan and 
program of work, NNN was expected 
to execute the specific projects with 
minimal supervision from CDPC 
staff. Work activities that needed 
technical CDPC supervision were 
considered in the plan. The planning 
also took into account the human re-
sources, skills and materials available 
in the community in implementing 
the different projects.  

The development approach gave 
special focus to the community tak-
ing the lead role and sectoral organ-
ising in the identified projects and 
service areas. These laid down the 
groundwork for subsequent project 
involvement. Stress was also placed 
in systematising the overall capabil-
ity of the organization, not only for 
project continuity and sustainability 
but for overall community develop-
ment.

Among the early notable ef-
fects was that the people confronted 
problems they faced and based on 
these, planned for the development 
of their community. They discussed 
“development,” government neglect, 
the flaws in government agricultural 
programs and the potentials of their 
village for development.  

For the CDPC staff, discussion 
and consultations with the manage-
ment committee and immersion in 
the community helped in trouble-
shooting problems and the many 

technical questions that cropped up 
now and then. They had a better ap-
preciation of research and documen-
tation. The validity of basing plans 
on concrete conditions was also a 
lesson well learned, such that by the 
project’s end, plans were much more 
realistic than in its early stages.

The community’s strong cooper-
ation ensured the progress of the 
socio-economic projects implement-
ed in sitio Numpaling. This was the 
foremost impact cited by the 2012 
evaluation of the CDPC program by 
its partner NEW WORLD, now SO-
LIADGRO, a Belgium NGO working 
on the right to food for all.

The community affirmed this, 
identifying the strengthening of 
bayanihan (community coopera-
tion) and concern for members was 
the most significant change brought 
about by the food security program. 
The program reinforced their bonds 
as a community where one person’s 
hardship is treated as that of the 
entire community.

Further, the projects enhanced 
the households’ sources of food, 
income and health. “Before, we had 
a hard time planting because there 
were no available seeds and we had 
no money to buy seeds. Now we have 
a ready supply of vegetables and I 
was able to give away seeds from my 
plants to other areas,” Sebia Culian 
said of the seed dispersal project. 
“If there is a surplus, it becomes a 
source of cash that we can use to 
buy other household needs. I also 
observed that using peanuts for 
coffee helped to normalize my blood 
pressure.”  

The farm tools project helped 
farmers to expand farm production 
areas, and the irrigation project 
boosted production. This encour-
aged the members to continue to 
share the program, not only within 
their organization but with others 
especially their own families. As a 
result NNN membership rose. 

The NNN members also gained 
learning and self-assurance from the 
trainings. They were more confident 
in conversing and sharing their ideas 
with other people, especially the 
women who became active in speak-
ing out and taking on organizational 

Fruits of Development

Development Objectives of 
Projects in Numpaling

Promote pro-people 
oriented development 

and political awareness 
on environmental issues. 
Participate in exposing 

and opposing development 
aggression.

Raise awareness and 
concrete efforts 

in watershed protection 
and development and 

ensure participation of the 
community in the proje-ct 

process.

Increase sources of food 
and production of camote 
as main staple, other root 

crops and rice. Lessen 
burden and time of la-

bor-intensive production 
processes.

Ducks from dispersal program

The strengthening of 
bayanihan and concern 

for members was the 
most significant change 

brought about by the 
food security program
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tasks and leadership roles in the 
community. They urged their men 
not to be idle and instead be more 
involved in implementing the organi-
zation’s projects. 

Significantly the program 
brought home the realization that it 
is the community collectively who 
can provide the principal solution 
to their problems and that they are 
capable of implementing projects. 

“We no longer need to go 
through a difficult process to get a 
project, such as with the government 
where you still need to go through 
bidding. This is because project im-
plementation is based on our needs 
and our unity. The organization 
has learned to implement projects 
according to its abilities,” said Romeo 
Puddunan. 

Being an integrated approach, 
the program has spurred action 
on environmental protection and 
respect for human rights. Puddunan 
credited their training and education 
on organizational management and 
forest and environmental protection 
for the establishment of a communi-
ty program to protect their remain-
ing watershed. They also actively 
campaign for the respect of human 
rights, being able to better under-
stand and condemn human rights 
violations. 

The increased confidence and 
continuous organizational devel-
opment has manifested in greater 
participation in political affairs. The 
NNN has submitted a resolution to 
the office of their congressman re-
questing additional funding for gin-
ger production. The barangay local 
government also officially adopted 
NNN’s programs on environmental 
protection and sustainable agricul-
ture in local ordinances. 

Professionals and barangay of-
ficials have joined the organisation, 
actively assuming responsibilities to 
implement its programs. Teachers 
are in the education and organizing 
committees while the barangay mid-
wife chairs the health committee.
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While largely successful, the commu-
nity of Numpaling continues to face 
organisational and external challeng-
es. Although project committees and 
policies have been set up, stricter 
policy enforcement and technical 
aspects of managing responsibilities 
and obligations need to be further 
worked on.

Some members of the commu-
nity, especially the elders and NNN 
leaders, also fear the tradition of 
community cooperation may wane 
with the entry of cash crop vegetable 
farming. They already see its effect 
in nearby barangays like Gumhang 
where commercial vegetable pro-
duction has weakened this cultural 
practice. 

Further food security remains 
threatened by landlessness, envi-
ronmental degradation, develop-
ment aggression and militarisation. 
Militarisation disrupts economic 
activities and projects. Extrajudicial 
killings, vilification and other human 
rights violations committed against 
development workers, NGOs and 
people’s organisations affect ongoing 
development work and programs in 
communities such as Numpaling. 

The intrusion of government 
projects like CHARMP 2 (Cordillera 
Highland Agriculture and Resource 
Management Project) and KALAHI 
(government poverty alleviation 
program) has also caused disunity 
among NNN members. The discord 
stems from the different government 
approach to project implementation, 
which promotes paid labor that usu-
ally benefits only those personally 
known to implementers, tending to 
destroys unity in the membership. 

Despite these difficulties, NNN 
continues to improve and expand its 
integrated program to ensure  food 
security for all in Numpaling.   

Challenges

Overview of ricefield; 
Community organizational planning 
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From Kalinga to Ifugao to Mountain 
Province, indigenous farmers are in 
unison about changes in the  
climate that are manifesting in 
weather extremes. 



From data gathered by the Center 
for Development Programs in the 
Cordillera (CDPC), farming commu-
nities in these provinces are experi-
encing more and stronger typhoons, 
prolonged rainy periods, increased 
amount of rainfall, dry spells, in-
tense heat during sunny days, and 
unusually low and high temperatures 
during the day and night that have 
never been felt before. 

These weather conditions have 
brought floods, drought, forest fires, 
and landslides and soil erosion that 
are exacerbated by the topography of 
the Cordillera region.

In the Kalinga barangays of 
Bagtayan, Galdang and Guina-ang 
proper in Pasil and barangay Pay-
aw-Dugong in Lubuagan, people 
complained of intense cold starting 
from the month of June through Feb-
ruary and intense heat from then on 
to May, where previously their cold 
season was from November to early 
February and the hot season from 
April to May. They say they could 
not understand the weather, as some-
times the day was very hot or very 
cold, and if the latter it was especially 
so at night time. 

In Mompolia in Hingyon, Ifugao 
the people have similarly experi-
enced extreme hot and cold weath-
er, especially scorching heat in the 
summer season, and the early start of 
heavy rainy months. 

According to old folks in Ifugao, 
the months of July to November were 
their rainy season when mild rains 
and typhoons occurred, and March 
to May were sunny months that 
brought mild temperatures. Now, 
they say, the latter months mark the 
start of the rainy period. 

The community in Asibanglan in 
Pinukpuk, Kalinga has experienced 
sudden and increased frequency 
and magnitude of rains and extreme 
El Nino and La Nina periods that 
resulted in a drop in agricultural 
production.

 As in Ifugao, they noted the 
earlier onset of the rainy season. And 
aside from too much rain, they said 
the sunny months could be very hot, 
and day and night time temperatures 
were respectively higher and lower 
than normal.

15July 2014-June 2015Binnadang 

As farming is the main source of 
livelihood and food source for many 
people in the Cordillera, rice and 
swidden production is the most af-
fected by extreme and erratic weath-
er. Typhoons and extensive rains 
destroy rice paddies. Swidden fields 
especially in high elevation are dam-
aged by landslides during prolonged 
heavy rains. 

Sudden and big temperature 
changes also influence plant pho-
tosynthesis and development. Ac-
cording to the farmers, heavy rains 
or its extreme, no rain at all, affects 
grain development and maturity of 
rice plants. The plants do not achieve 
their full potential to grow full 
grains. Vegetable plants are under-
sized and have small black seedlings. 
Too much rain or heat causes them 
to rot or wilt and die. Prolonged pe-
riods of rainfall also deprive farmers 
from doing swidden farming which 
they engage in to augment their rice 
production.

 
To top it all, the traditional agri-

cultural calendar they were long used 

to has been so disrupted and the 
weather so unpredictable the farmers 
no longer know when is the suitable 
time for planting. In Asiblangan, 
with the generally old weather pat-
tern of a March-August dry season 
and September-February wet season, 
the whole community was able to 
cultivate at least two rice croppings 
a year. They did wet rice cultivation 
from January to May-June, and a sec-
ond cropping from July to Novem-
ber-December. But with destructive 
typhoons and constant and extended 
rains, some farmers tend to not plant 
their rice fields for a second crop 
because of a possible low or no yield 
at all.

Pasil farmers used to start plant-
ing unoy (traditional rice varieties) 
from December to February and 
harvested from May to June, depend-
ing on the distance of the payew. 
In June, some would already start 
their seedling preparation for oyak, a 
traditional rice variety planted in the 
second cropping and harvested in 
November.

 
They did swidden farming in 

February for cultivation of mung 
beans and in March of white beans. 
Now, according to some farmers, 
the agricultural calendar starts one 
month later due to the weather con-
dition and water availability. Decem-
ber-January brings extreme coldness 
and continuous rains that disrupt 
agricultural work, and it is the same 
with the dry season when extreme 
heat and reduced water for fields 
limit farm activity.

The changes in production cycle 
have meant declining harvests from 
which farmers are already reeling. 
According to the old folks in Moun-
tain Province, their rice supply 
used to last up to the next cropping 
season, and those with more rice 
paddies produced an excess supply 
which they sold to be able to buy 
other necessities. But these days, 
what they harvest from the first 
planting is no longer sufficient to 
sustain their food needs until the 
second cropping. In addition, rice 
panicles have become shorter and 
weigh less.

Farmers reel

Dry in Abra: Lost crops due to drought 
in Palaquio;
Once green, this rice field in Tineg is no 
longer tilled



tive farming methods to address pest 
increase and plant diseases and to 
ensure good quantity and quality of 
produce. 

Chemical use in turn affects 
consumers’ health and the environ-
ment. Some damaging methods used 
by farmers are burning of shrubs, 
bushes and small trees near planting 
sites, soil digging to remove or kill 
worms that cause erosion or burning 
of rubber/tire or anything that drives 
off rats and other pests.

Severe weather changes have also 
brought an increase in health prob-
lems. Community people noted 
higher frequency of cough and cold, 
sunburn and other skin ailments, 
mosquito-borne diseases like dengue 
and malaria, water-borne diseases 
like amoebiasis and diarrhea. These 
health problems were observed more 
in young children and older people 
who have weaker immune systems.

Much of the adult population 
especially farmers have also expe-
rienced body pain, headaches, skin 
problems and nausea due to intense 
heat when in the fields. They thus 
forego farm work during midday or 
early morning when extreme weather 
hotness or coldness is experienced as 
well as during rainy days.

Sanitation problems further 
occur during dry season and El Nino 
spells when communities experience 
water scarcity. 

The social impacts are no less 
disturbing, among these: aggravated 
poverty due to reduced income or 
loss of farming livelihood; stealing, 
drug addiction and other criminal 
and anti-social activities as a result 
of poverty; and boundary and water 
disputes ensuing from water short-
ages. 

The traditional agricultural 
calendar they were long used to 
has been so disrupted and the 
weather so unpredictable the 
farmers no longer know when 
is the suitable time to plant.

They also attributed this to the 
presence of various pests such as 
the dangaw and the adaptation of 
the plant to the weather. More pests 
attack their plants now, they said, 
and the grains that are ready to har-
vest sprout from the plants, making 
them inferior in quality. Extensive 
and heavy rains also filled up their 
rice paddies with mud and sand, and 
continuous rain caused rot in plants. 

Farmers further reported de-
creasing water supply for agricultural 
production. In Mountain Province 
rice and vegetable farmers in Bantey, 
Tadian; Sacasacan, Sadanga; Can-eo, 
Bontoc; and Gueday, Besao suffered 
reduced water volume from springs, 
streams and rivers because of periods 
of drought and intense heat from the 
summer sun. 

The water supply was not enough 
to irrigate rice fields and vegetable 
farms, retarding growth of plants 
some of which did not grow at all. 
The local people noted that some 
types of vegetables and fruits do not 
thrive under the present extreme 
weather conditions. 

Similar effects have been ob-
served in animals, which grow stunt-
ed, have a high mortality rate and 
reproduce at a lower rate. Farmers 
also claimed that animals have died 
from too much cold and heat.

Other food sources such as 
aquatic resources and wild foods are 
disappearing. Certain kinds of fish 
that thrived in rivers and creeks and 
wild animals and plants in forests are 
gone. 

All these have resulted in re-
duced harvests, food shortages and 
low quality of agricultural produce 
that is not saleable in the market. 
These have especially worsened the 
situation of vegetable farmers indebt-
ed to suppliers and financiers that 
could force them into bankruptcy 
and to lose their livelihood altogeth-
er.

At present, less people are en-
gaged in farming due to disappoint-
ing economic returns. In Kalinga 
many farmers have turned idle due to 
very low production and destruction 
by typhoons of many rice paddies. 
Some farmers have had to resort to 
chemical inputs and some destruc-

Tribal wars have resulted from 
conflicts over water resources. Some 
years back, a tribal war erupted 
between Pasil and Uma, Lubuagan 
over insufficiency of water supply 
reaching Uma’s rice fields that led 
to the killing of a Pasil farmer and 
his son-in-law. More similar cases 
have been documented. Consequent 
disunity, work and school disruption 
and psychological problems derive 
from such conflicts. 

Community displacement, forced 
migration and broken families are 
also social upshots of climate change. 
Problems of food security and health 
can strain family relations and use 
discipline that ultimately affect the 
unity and security of the whole com-
munity.

Many individual households or farm-
ers in the Cordillera are largely left to 
themselves to devise ways and come 
up with the best available remedies 
to cope with climate change impacts 
in their communities. There appears 
to be a lack of government programs 
that comprehensively address the 
problems they are facing such as 
cases when they have no water sourc-
es for irrigation. It seems that only 
during extreme natural disasters and 
catastrophes are communities given 
needed assistance like cash or relief 
goods. 

On their own, farmers in Ifugao, 
Mountain Province and Kalinga are 
trying to find the means to sustain 
their families’ or individual needs 
especially food. Individually they 
adjusted their production cycle, and 
as a community they conducted tree 
planting of fruit bearing species and 
improved their irrigation systems. 
Some farmers did trial and error in 
plant cultivation in an effort to find 
crops resistant to or could cope with 
weather changes.

 Other farmers switched to 
yellow corn from their staple foods 
which is rice or camote. Rice farms 
are planted to vegetables and fruit 
trees for commercial purposes. Some 
abandoned their farms for small 
businesses. Others opted to leave 
their communities to look for jobs 
in other places inside or outside the 
country.

In Mountain Province, the com-

Coping Communities

Social Impacts
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munities continued their practices 
of plant diversification and multi-
ple livelihoods and adjusted their 
agricultural activities to the weather 
condition. Some farmers turned to 
cultivation of root crops like camote 
and cassava, corn, legumes and veg-
etables mostly on swidden sites. Due 
to rice insufficiency, they sell the 
root crops in order to have cash to 
buy NFA rice (cheaper commercial 
rice) and other basic goods and to 
use for their children’s school needs.

The farmers also innovated on 
materials for water conveyors, using 
bamboo or plastic sheets punctured 
with holes to regulate waterflow and 
supply from source to farms. More 
women have gone into gold panning 
and small scale mining, which are 

other sources of livelihood in the 
community, or work as house helpers 
for well-off families in the village. 

Because of climate change and 
low or no other income source in 
their villages, migration has be-
come another option in Mountain 
Province. A good number have left 
farming and their communities and 
are now engaged in small businesses 
in other parts of the country. Many 
overseas Filipino workers from the 
Cordillera are from Mountain Prov-
ince.

 
Despite the changes brought 

about by climate change, farmers in 
Mountain Province continue their 
good customary practices of ub-ubo 
(mutual labor exchange) in their 

agricultural activities, especially in 
seed sharing and exchange among 
the women to ensure preservation 
of traditional seeds. During periods 
of drought, they perform rituals to 
ask Kabunyan for rain to water their 
plants. And during harvest they do 
obaya as a way of thanksgiving for a 
good crop. 

The indigenous farmers in the 
Cordillera like other indigenous peo-
ples elsewhere are the least contrib-
utors to greenhouse gases that cause 
global warming. But they the are 
most vulnerable to climate change, 
and they.

Also dry in Kalinga: stunted 
rice plants in Balantoy
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to all its five sitios and neighboring 
sitio in Barangay Poblacion. 

Its path however was not without 
difficulty or peril. During the mili-
tarisation of some parts of Kalinga 
in the early 2000s, BFAD was tagged 
as a front of the New People’s Army 
(NPA), forcing the organisation to 
inactivity for some years. But before 
the end of the decade, with the aid of 
the provincial peasant federation and 
development NGOs it slowly reor-
ganised to become an even bigger 
and stronger people’s organisation.

Balantoy is one of 14 barangays 
of Balbalan with a population of 
1,417 distributed in 247 households. 

ASSISTING A 
PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATION

t started as a mutual cooper-
ation group of women in the 
late 1980s with the objective of 

reducing the burden of perennial rice 
shortage through a palay (unmilled 
rice) cooperative. Through the years 
this initiative has gradually grown 
into a solid people’s organisation, the 
Balantoy Farmers Association for 
Development (BFAD). 

Today, BFAD implements a food 
security and environmental pro-
tection program in the barangay of 
Balantoy in Balbalan, Kalinga. With 
44 households in three Balantoy 
sitios as initial members, it had al-
most quadrupled to 168 households 
by 2013, and its influence expanded 

It has five sitios: Balantoy Proper 
or its center, Nawoy, Bulo, Kilayon 
and Ligayan, the last three requiring 
a hike from 1 to 3 hours from the 
barangay center. 

Balantoy is populated by the 
Salegseg tribe whose main source 
of livelihood is agriculture. Their 
livelihood is constrained by limited 
available land for farming. Of the 
barangay’s total 1,218.1 hectares, ag-
ricultural land constitutes only 10% 
(122.62 ha) and of this, some 71.68 
hectares are devoted to rice cultiva-
tion or a mean area of 0.29 hectare 
per household, just a bit larger than 
the regional average of 0.15-0.25ha/
household. 

I
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Relief and Development Services 
[CORDIS]) extended relief services 
including distribution of rice. 

Apart from their damaged crop, 
the community was also experienc-
ing a rising demand for rice that they 
had to purchase in Tabuk, which 
entailed time and costly hauling and 
transportation. To cope with these 
difficulties and wanting to avoid 
relief dole outs, the organisation 
decided to transform the rice relief 
into a palay cooperative, reviving the 
women-initiated palay cooperative in 
the late 1980s. 

Applauding the community’s de-
cision Felix Baluga, one of the organ-
isation’s leaders, said, “Napiya on ta 
awad on nanturongan ya nagkaykay-
saan on di kapanunutan tayo. Mayat 
ta inadal tayo nga usto ti pamay-an 
tayo ken nasirmataan tayo nga dayta 
to bagas ket agserbi pay ti mabaybay-
ag kanya tayo. Umanay met dagidiay 
kapadasan tayon mainaig kadagita 
nga relief programs. Adu ti inpaay ti 
Gobyerno ngem awan ti nagturun-
gan na ta nu nalpas nga naiwaras ket 
nakanen  ket awanen. Kumpara nu 
agbalin dayta nga puunan tayo ket 
kanayon nga adda pagtarayan tayo 
nu tiyempo iti kakastoy nga krisis. 

(It is good we have agreed and 
come up with one decision. It is also 
good that we have learned the proper 
way to do it and are able to see that 
this palay cooperative will serve us in 
the long run. We have had many ex-
periences with relief programs. The 
government has distributed a lot of 
goods but these did not lead to any-
thing, since once consumed they’re 
gone. In comparison, if we have a 

rice cooperative as our capital, we 
have something to rely on in times of 
crisis like this).”

In 2004 MRRS again assisted 
barangay Balantoy for the implemen-
tation of a waterworks project for do-
mestic use in sitio Kilayon to benefit 
13 households of 84 individuals. Af-
ter the successful project implemen-
tation in Kilayon, MRRS wanted to 
expand its assistance to Sitio Ligayan 
for an irrigation project. 

The project however was not 
pursued immediately as the benefi-
ciaries demanded payment for their 
labor, thinking that MRRS was like 
government institutions that hired 
workers to implement projects like 
infrastructure. But after BFAD lead-
ers explained the difference between 
the NGO and government and other 
implementing agencies, the benefi-
ciaries realized the importance of the 
project and pursued the construc-
tion of the Padua Irrigation System 
(Phase 1).

A year later BFAD was formal-
ly affiliated with the Timpuyog ti 
Mannalon ti Kalinga (TMK), which 
helped review the organisation’s 
programs and amended its constitu-
tion and by-laws. A second general 
assembly was held with a total of 68 
member households. BFAD under-
went an education program through 
TMK on peasant issues and other 
concerns of the province, including 
the intensifying military counter 
insurgency program of the Arroyo 
Administration, Oplan Bantay Laya 
1. 

It was soon after that the or-
ganisation went through its darkest 
period. In 2006 BFAD was tagged by 
the military as a front organization 
of the NPA, its leaders were harassed, 
and Ambalnog Sabado, a farmer and 
leader of a people’s organisation in 
Barangay Gawaan, was killed. The 
tension heightened with the further 
killings of provincial leaders, Marcos 
Bangit and Alice Claver, under the 
government’s continuing counter 
insurgency operation, Oplan Bantay 
Laya 2. This situation led the organ-
isation’s leaders to abandon their 
duties and responsibilities and BFAD 
into inactivity.

The following year TMK staff 
reached out to BFAD leaders who 

Rice sufficiency level is low at 
5-6 months per year. The people 
augment the shortage by buying rice 
from lowland Tabuk, Kalinga’s capital 
town, but rice purchases impact on 
all households especially among the 
169 households or 68.42% of the 
population whose income falls below 
the poverty threshold. 

In order to lessen food depen-
dency, the community engages in 
small scale mining in Gaang as a 
privileged barangay, not being of the 
Banao tribe which has the priority 
right to do small scale mining in the 
area. However the mining activity 
has become unregulated by further 
expansion, threatening forest and 
watershed areas.

The Balantoy Farmers Association 
for Development was born out of a 
need by the community of Balantoy 
to fight poverty and to strengthen 
their traditions. One of these tra-
ditions is angkas, a form of mutual 
cooperation where members render 
free labor for agricultural activities, 
for building houses and pathways, 
for irrigation maintenance and for 
community affairs like weddings and 
fiestas. 

Guided by Timpuyog ti Man-
nalon ti Kalinga (TMK), a federation 
of peasant organisations in Kalin-
ga, the farmers of sitios Ligayan, 
Bulo and Kilayon established and 
strengthened their organisation with 
these two driving forces – poverty 
and angkas - as its main objectives.

 “Historically we have been 
deprived of our rights to basic goods 
and services, thus we should unite 
to combat this situation. There is no 
hope from the government as they 
neglected us and even tagged us as 
NPAs,” then Barangay Captain Primo 
Baluga declared in the first general 
assembly of the three sitios in 1990 
that formally established BFAD.

In 1994 Balantoy was hit by El 
Nino and a rat infestation that badly 
affected their rice crop. Among those 
who responded first was the Mon-
tanosa Relief and Rehabilitation 
Services (MRRS), a member of the 
Center for Development Programs 
in the Cordillera network. The 
MRRS (now the Cordillera Disaster 

The Balantoy Farmers As-
sociation for Development 
was born out of a need by 
the community of Balan-
toy to fight poverty and to 

strengthen angkas, 
a tradition of mutual 

cooperation.

Promoting angkas, 
combating poverty
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Laying out reinforcement bars 
for Saleng irrigation project
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had suffered a traumatic experienc-
es from militarisation. The leaders 
expressed their doubts and fears: 
“What if they will kill one of us?” 
“What if we cannot perform our 
responsibility and cannot lead BFAD 
anymore?” “Can we look for others 
to help BFAD?” Recognising their 
need, they requested help from other 
organizations. This time TMK linked 
them up with CDPC. 

When CDPC, along with TMK, 
visited Balantoy in mid-2007 to 
consult with the leaders, it found an 
organisation in an uncertain state 
from militarixation. But the meeting 
gave the leaders hope and motiva-
tion to unite and be active again, and 
through CDPC and TMK’s guidance 
and coordination, BFAD reorganised 
and reestablished itself. 

When the groups met for an-
other consultation in Tabuk in early 
2008, the leaders expressed their 
commitment to further strengthen 
BFAD and to continue to carry out 
the organisation’s programs. This was 
formally done with the holding of a 
third general assembly. 

Despite lingering fears of mil-
itary threats and harassment, the 
members decided to amend and 
reaffirm BFAD’s constitution and 
by-laws, and with CDPC to develop 
and implement a 3-year comprehen-
sive program on food security and 
environmental protection.

From 2007-2010, BFAD’s 3-year 
program was implemented, which 
included organisational strengthen-
ing, capacity building, alliance with 
multi-stakeholders and local govern-
ment units, advocacy, and a series of 
socio-economic projects in Barangay 
Balantoy. Further organising was 
made of all possible partners espe-
cially previous members and leaders 
of BFAD who had overcome the har-
rowing effects of militarisation and 
wanted to join the program. 

The members went through a 
series of training in organisational 
strengthening and consolidation, 
human rights orientation, organisa-
tional management, project manage-
ment and held community meetings 
and general assemblies. The planned 
socio-economic projects were then 
implemented. The target beneficia-

ries were 1,417 individuals distribut-
ed in 247 households who belonged 
to the poor and lower-middle peas-
ant groups or more than two-thirds 
(68.42%) of total households in sitios 
Ligayan, Kilayon, Bulo and Balantoy 
Proper. 

Among the major projects un-
dertaken by BFAD were: the Saleng 
irrigation project with 74 household 
beneficiaries, continuation of the 
Pudao communal irrigation system 
(phases 2 and 3) for 28 households, 
multipurpose granary in sitio Bulo 
for 44 households and two multi-
purpose buildings in Kilayon and 
Ligayan with 13 and 28 beneficiary 
households respectively, dispersal of 
production tools, dispersal of veg-
etable seeds and hard and fruit tree 
seedlings, and construction of a rice 
mill in Ligayan. 

The multipurpose buildings 
house palay and seed cooperative 
storage, store cooperative, farm tools, 
blacksmithing area including mate-
rials and tools (Ligayan and Kilayon) 
and rice mill (Ligayan). 

Other projects were nursery 
establishment and expansion of rice 
fields, which are now watered by 
their irrigation projects. The con-
sumer’s cooperative in Kilayon is 
managed by women members who 
take turns at the task. Their training 
on basic finance management and 
accounting helped in making the 
collective enterprise succeed. The 
cooperative has already paid back the 
initial capital, which the organisation 
plowed back to its operating funds. 

Provision of blacksmith tools is 
coupled with blacksmith training so 
members can fabricate and repair 
their own simple tools. With their 
special blacksmithing  skills, some 
BFAD members especially those 
from sitio Kilayon have been re-
quested by the appropriate technolo-
gy shop in Sagada run by the Mon-
tanosa Research and Development 
Center, also of the CDPC network, 
to fabricate tools and give training to 
other community organisations. 

All these projects and activities 
were implemented through angkas, 
with the guidance and leadership of 
BFAD leaders, CDPC’s technical as-
sistance and fund provision through 
partnerships of CDPC with the 

Belgian NGO- SOLIDAGRO and the 
Province of East Flanders, Belgium.

 The members are now enjoying 
the benefits of their projects, which 
have improved their source of liveli-
hood. The irrigation systems espe-
cially contributed to the rise in rice 
production by 38% in sitios Balantoy 
Proper and Ligayan. 

The membership of BFAD has 
also increased through the years. 
From the original three sitios, the 
organisation expanded to Balan-
toy’s two other sitios, Nawoy and 
Balantoy Proper, and even to sitio 
Tawang in Barangay Poblacion. In 
its 2013 annual general meeting and 
programming, total membership 
had reached 168 households from 77 
active households in 2008. 

Also significant was the develop-
ment of leaders in Balantoy Proper. 
Today the organisation has around 
49 leaders, of whom 16 are women 
and 6 are youth. These achievements 
have demonstrated BFAD’s capacity 
to both plan and manage programs 
and trainings and to develop and 
expand the organisation. In 2011 it 
successfully held a feasibility study 
training and confidently hosted the 
meeting of partners of New World 
(now SOLIDAGRO) from the Vi-
sayas, Mindanao, Southern Tagalog 
and Manila.

As a result of its advocacy and 
alliance work, BFAD’s programs in 
Balantoy have won the support of 
the barangay and municipal local 
governments. This support has been 
facilitated by several BFAD leaders 
who are at the same time members of 
the barangay council. 

The local government has sup-
ported the improvement of path-
ways, basketball court pavement, 
and construction of a barangay road 
from the barangay center to sitio 
Bulo. The organisation is also ac-
tively participating in the campaign 
on anti-destructive projects in the 
province such as large mining, dams 
and geothermal projects. 

Advocacy and alliance work are 
two of the program components that 
have made BFAD better understand 
the situation of their community and 
act upon it. Further they understand 
that the best way to achieve the main 

BFAD Program
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goal of the organisation is through 
unity accompanied by collective 
action. To sustain these initiatives, 
BFAD continues to pursue its pro-
gram objectives and policies. 

As Iya Baluga, a woman leader of 
sitio Ligayan said, “Nu ti maysa nga 
proyekto ket awan usto nga nalawag 
nga panggepen na ken sungbatan na 
nga problema ti umili ket saan nga 
agnaynay daytoy, ngarud gapu ta 
datayo nga umili iti akin bagi kadagi-
toy nga proproyekto nga insayangkat 
tayo babaen iti bannog ken sakripisyo, 
awan ngarud makagapu nga saan 
tayo suruten ti inaramid ken nag-
kaykaysaan tayo nga pagannurutan 
na dagitoy, isakit, aywanan ken 
salakniban.

(If a project has no defined and 
clear objectives that answer the needs 
of the community, it will surely not 
last long. Therefore, because we 
the community own these projects 
which we implemented through our 
collective effort and sacrifices, there 
is no reason for us not to follow the 
policies we formed and agreed upon, 
protect and defend).”

Constructing the multi-purpose 
building in Sitio Lingayan
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Tabuk and a 1-2 hour walk from its 
closest neighbor barangay, Wagud. 

In Ballayangon, according to 
some farmers, a household con-
sumes about half a kilo of sugar in 
a day, thus spending some P10,220 
in a year. If all households in the 
barangay spend this much on the 
commodity in a year, the total 
amount could probably construct a 
local community refinery that would 
eliminate sugar dependency from 
external sources.

The people in barangay Ballayangon, 
named after their tribe, are mostly 
farmers cultivating rice as the main 
crop, with coffee cultivation and 
swine and poultry raising as other 
sources of income. They sell their 
agricultural products such as coffee 
and banana to fruit traders from 
Pinukpuk Junction, 16 kilometers 
away, and from even more distant 
places like Tuao, Cagayan.

MUSCOVADO.  Can it be a substitute for commercial brown sugar? 

Communal Endeavor

eople in Kalinga province are 
not only among the heaviest 
coffee drinkers in the Cordil-

lera region but also among its highest 
sugar consumers. A study by the 
Center for Development Programs in 
the Cordillera on sugar consumption 
in Guinaang, Pasil and Ballayangon, 
Baay and Limos in Pinukpuk showed 
that a household consumes from 16 
grams to half a kilo of sugar per day.

The supply of sugar in Kalin-
ga comes from sugar mills in the 
lowlands and brought to Tabuk City 
where it is sold at P40-P45 per kilo. 
This is retailed in turn in villages 
at higher prices depending on their 
distance from Tabuk. 

In Ballayangon barangay for 
instance the price markup is relative-
ly large with a kilo of sugar costing 
from P48 to P55. Far from the pro-
vincial and town centers, the baran-
gay of seven sitios can be reached 
only after two jeepney rides from 

The people however barely make 
enough for a living from their small 
farms, and some residents have to 
go out of the community to work in 
the adjacent Balabalan mine or as 
construction workers and laborers in 
other towns.

To increase food production, the 
Ballayangon Farmers Association 
started a campaign to raise the pro-
duction of sugarcane in the barangay. 
In November 2014, a people’s assem-
bly convened by the organisation 
planned a training on processing 
muscovado, raw sugar derived from 
sugarcane juice, as part of the 1-year 
program to raise food production. 

During the training facilitated 
by CDPC in sitio Pugo, Ballayagon, a 
discussion of the community situ-
ation on sugar consumption drove 
home the point that the residents 
were spending most of their money 
for buying commercial sugar. The 15 
participants, members and leaders of 

P
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Clockwise from top left: Gathering 
mature sugarcane; cane crusher; 

vat (silyasi) on iron tripod; 
feeding  cane into crusher.
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the Ballayagon Farmer’s Association 
realized that they could plant more 
sugarcane and turn it into musco-
vado, benefitting them and their 
community rather than the big sugar 
companies.

The participants, two of them 
women, were already skilled in some 
aspects of sugarcane juice process-
ing, since the community like other 
Kalinga villages has a tradition and 
extensive knowledge of basi making, 
a wine produced from cane juice. 
The local people also process the 
juice into molasses.

The equipment and materials 
needed to prepare muscovado are 
an assorted lot that were collected 
and assembled by the participants 
and CDPC staff –sugarcane crusher, 
hand-made wood-fired stove, vat 
(silyasi), iron tripod for the vat, four 
big containers (tin cans) that can 
hold 70 liters of extracted cane juice, 
bamboo for mixing and firewood. 

Essential to the making of 
muscovado is the proper selection 
of sugarcane, which should be at its 
right maturity and all parts attacked 
by pests such as rats and civet cats, 
discarded.

More a communal than individ-
ual endeavor, muscovado making 
requires many hands. From 3-4 
persons are needed to push the log 
connected to the sugarcane crusher 
to extract the juice. Others are need-
ed to attend to the fire, boiling, and 
stirring. 

The juice is not allowed to stand 
for longer than two hours to avoid 
spoilage, which causes the bitter and 
sour taste of the muscovado sugar, 
and to let whatever solids there are to 
settle. It is then poured into the vat. 

The delicate part is when the 
juice starts to boil as proper timing 
is of the essence. When the boiling 
juice thickens and turns red, the vat 
is removed from the fire and quick-
ly stirred until it turns into powder 
form.

The participants were successful 
in producing sugar – organic, healthy 
and their very own. They also 
learned that the project’s sustainabil-
ity depended on the community’s 
unity in making their own policies 

and plans and that it was import-
ant to share their training to other 
neighboring barangays like Baay and 
Limos.

The Ballayagon Farmers Asso-
ciation now has a metal sugarcane 
crusher, which was fabricated by the 
Montanosa Research and Develop-
ment Center’s appropriate technolo-
gy shop in Sagada. Provision of this 
machine was made possible through 
the partnership of CDPC and SOLI-
DAGRO, a Flemish NGO in Belgium.

Every household in sitio Pugo 
now plants sugarcane. And every 
time they drink coffee, they use mus-
covado as sweetener. “Coffee tastes 
better with muscovado,” declared an 
appreciative foreign visitor who tast-
ed the local coffee of the sitio. 

More importantly, it is good for 
the people’s health and their house-
hold budget as money intended for 
sugar is saved for other basic house-
hold needs. With the organic sugar-
cane product, the use and purchase 
of commercial sugar in sitio Pugo 
has gradually declined.

The total amount spent on 
sugar by all households in the 
barangay could probably con-

struct a local community refin-
ery that would eliminate sugar 

dependency from external 
sources.

Almost done. The sugarcane juice, boiled 
for about 4 hours, is cooled for a few min-
utes before being stirred until it solidifies. 

Pure cane juice flowing from crusher
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THE SHORT ROAD FROM 
SUBSISTENCE TO CASH 
CROP ECONOMY
…AND THE DEBT TRAP

Where it takes some time for an economy to shift from one form to an-
other, in Gumhang, Tinoc all it took was a farm-to-market road to has-
ten its change from a traditional subsistence economy to a cash 
crop, market-oriented one. And the transformation has been swift. 

n just two decades, most of 
Gumhang’s 205 households have 
adopted the chemical-based 

commercial mode of production of 
temperate vegetable crops. Gumhang, 
one of 12 barangays of Tinoc in Ifugao 
province, is a study of how a commu-
nity’s move to cash crop farming has 
impacted on the lives of its largely 
Kalanguya population: their health, 
economic and social conditions, envi-
ronment and even the youth’s aspira-
tions.

With some 2,820 hectares and 19 
sitios, Gumhang is a relatively large 
barangay that is distantly located from 
main population centers – a 4-hour 
ride from the provincial capital of 
Lagawe and an hour from Poblacion, 
Tinoc’s town center. Before the 1990s, 
the Kalanguyas’ primary source of 
livelihood was based on the Cordille-
ra’s traditional economy characterized 
by rice terrace agriculture, wood lot 
maintenance and uma or swidden 

farming that the people developed 
to respond to the steep and rugged 
mountain terrain. 

Like other villages in the Cordille-
ra. Gumhang’s agricultural lands were 
cultivated primarily to rice and root 
crop production. The community en-
gaged in subsistence farming in which 
they produced just enough for their 
own consumption, a system of produc-
tion that remained for centuries.

 However, this system was placed 
under intense pressure with the 
increase of population and market 
demands, which paved the way for 
cash crop production. The traditional 
forms of subsistence started to erode 
with pressing economic needs and fast 
changing cultural values of the local 
population.

In the mid 1990s the new system 
of cash crop farming, which was in-
troduced by Benguet farmers, rapidly 
spread throughout the community 

with the opening of the farm-to-mar-
ket road connecting Gumhang to 
Tinoc Poblacion and to the adjacent 
Benguet vegetable-producing town of 
Buguias. The road construction was 
partly funded by KALAHI-CIDSS 
(Kapit-bisig Laban sa Kahirapan-Com-
prehensive and Integrated Delivery of 
Social Services), a government poverty 
alleviation program. 

Almost all the residents were 
enticed to go into vegetable farming 
because marketing their produce was 
no longer a problem. Mossy forest 
areas, rice terraces and kaingin were 
converted to commercial vegetable 
production. 

Land conversion of mountainous 
areas was made faster and easier with 
the use of bulldozers and other mod-
ern equipment. The road construction 
destroyed part of the barangay’s irriga-
tion system, but with the new method 
of farming the community people no 
longer bothered with its rehabilitation. 

Roots of change

I
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The practice of fallowing utilized 
lands for at least 2-5 years to restore 
soil fertility before cultivating it again 
also created the need to open up other 
areas. The kaingin was intensified to 
expand vegetable farms. Even lands 
along the road were turned to vegeta-
ble production areas. All these resulted 
in and hastened deforestation.

Today, the major income source of 

the community is commercial veg-
etable farming, making Gumhang a 
contributor to the country’s vegetable 
supply. 

Although off-farm activities pro-
vide other sources of income such as 
paid labor within or outside the com-
munity, small businesses and govern-
ment employment, for most people in 
the community, their main livelihood 
is cash crop farming.

The community has entered the mar-
ket economy. Farmers produce primar-
ily for the market, with almost 100% of 
their vegetable crops being sold.

 The vegetables cultivated in Gum-
hang are carrots, cabbage, Chinese 
cabbage, pepper, potatoes, cucumber, 
lettuce, beans, sweet peas, tomatoes 

and green onions. These take only 
2-3 months to produce, but they all 
depend on commercial fertilizers, 
fungicides and pesticides. 

Being expensive to produce, pota-
toes and carrots are grown largely by 
those with more capital. Potato seed-
lings are more costly and both vegeta-
bles require more pesticides, which in 
the case of carrots have to be applied 
every 3-5 days depending on weather 

conditions; during rainy days, spraying 
of pesticide is done every 3 days. 

Other food crops are largely for 
household consumption. The root 
crops camote, cassava, and gabi are 
still cultivated organically but not as 
extensively as before when these were 
considered a principal food by the 
community. These indigenous prod-
ucts do not need commercial fertilizers 
and thus do not require much capital 
to produce, but due to cash needs they 
are no longer grown in the area except 
in the far-flung sitios. 

The local people also raise live-
stock generally for family consumption 
-- ducks (part of CDPC assistance 
program), chickens, pigs, goats, cows 
and rabbits (government dispersal pro-
gram). Some of the animals are used 
in special occasions and as a source of 
cash to meet household needs. 

Other foods are collected from the 
forest like giwey, honey, wild vege-
tables, fruits and animals and in the 
rivers, fish like wadingan, tokak and 
agama. But these food sources are de-
clining due to climate change and farm 
expansion. With forest denudation 
due to rapid vegetable farm expansion, 
hunting and foraging are no longer 
regular activities of the residents. They 
only collect whatever food is available 
and is already decreasing when they go 
and get firewood in their forest.

Generally every farmer transports 
his harvest to trading posts in Benguet 
and Nueva Viscaya. The only produce 
left for household consumption are 
those of poor quality especially at 
times when vegetable market prices are 
high. Some even sell produce that are 
considered “rejects” at a cheaper price 
to add to their income.

The farmers of Gumhang do not 
have any fixed cycle for vegetable 
production. Production is continuous 
the year round so long as water supply 
is available for the farms. There are 
vegetables that do well during dry 
season like sweet peas, beans, potatoes 
and carrots. On the other hand cab-
bage and Chinese cabbage are good to 
grow during rainy days as they easily 
rot in hot weather. However, drastic 
weather changes affect production that 
can mean economic loss. The usual 
four croppings a year is reduced to 
three croppings due to climate change 
impacts.

Production cycle 
and Relations

 A farmer carries a basketload of cabbage from his farm to the road. 
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farther La Trinidad Trading Post. Food 
expenses are shouldered by the farmer.

According to farmers interviewed in 
Gumhang, they all use agrichemicals 
in their vegetable production. They 
utilize pesticides, fungicides, complete 
fertilizer (commonly 14-14-14) and 
herbicides like gramoxon or Bio 480. 
They also employ chicken dung to in-
crease soil fertility before planting. The 
inorganic herbicide helps eliminate 
unwanted weeds before cultivation 
while the other chemicals are utilized 
when the land is already seeded.

Pesticide application is usually 
done every 3-5 days depending on the 
kind of vegetable planted, its proneness 
to pests and sensitivity to the weather. 
The fungicide is to make vegetables 
robust so they can compete with other 
vegetable products when brought to 
the market.

Such farm inputs have been in use 
in Gumhang since the introduction of 
vegetable farming in the area, making 
production dependent on chemicals. 
Not only do these constitute almost 
half of the farmer’s production costs 
(see table) but also pose health risks. 

According to the farmers, even if 
they know that these have adverse ef-
fects on human health, they still apply 
them in order to be productive. Many 
said they seldom consume their own 
vegetable produce for they are aware of 
the amount of chemicals that had been 
applied on them. They advise other 
people not to eat newly harvested 
vegetables or to wash them thoroughly 
(up to 3 times) first before consuming 
them.

Almost all households in Gum-
hang or 80% of the population are 
engaged in vegetable production. Only 
10%, mostly those from distant sitios 
like Pullakaw, continue to produce rice 
as they have irrigation sources. The 
remaining 10% have other primary 
sources of livelihood such as govern-
ment employment or small business-
es, with vegetable farming only as a 
secondary source of income.

Vegetable farming involves every 
member of the family in the produc-
tion process. Younger children take 
take care of young siblings while their 
parents tend to their farms. Teenage 
children help in the farm activities 
together with the adult children and 
parents.

Farm labor is divided between 
men and women, with the former 
mostly responsible for land prepa-
ration, hauling and spraying while 
harvesting (panagcorta) needs the 
participation of both. Some communi-
ty women say they can do all the farm 
activities except for hauling but a few 
assert they are able bodied and also 
capable of such labor. 

Paid farm labor ranges from P150-
200 per day depending on the intensity 
of the work, lower than a carpenter’s 
daily pay of P250-300 or P230 for a 
municipal road maintenance worker.

The farmers use simple hand tools 
in vegetable production like spade, 
spading fork, bolo, crowbar, sprayer, 
among others. The only advance ma-
chineries utilized by some are the mi-
cro-tiller, chainsaw, power sprayer and 
backhoe. They rent these equipments, 
which are owned by a few residents 
from and outside the community. 

The only available backhoe, used 
for opening new farms or expansion 
areas, is owned and rented out by a 
resident in Tinoc Poblacion at P1,300/
hour. A chainsaw, which is used in 
logging activities, is also usually rented 
at P3.00/board foot, and a micro-til-
ler at P150 for every liter of gasoline 
consumed. 

For transporting of products to 
the trading post in La Trinidad, several 
privately owned trucks from outside 
the community are available for hire. 
Truck drivers are paid around P800 
per trip if the destination is Nueva Vis-
caya Trading Post and P1000 for the 

Economics of Vegetable Cash 
Crop Farming

The majority or 85% of the resi-
dents do not have enough lands and 
thus lease areas to till for vegetable 
crops. Only 15% cultivate their own 
agricultural lands while around 5% 
have surplus lands which they rent out 
to other farmers. Agricultural lands are 
mostly tax declarations even if these 
were acquired through the tawid (in-
heritance) system. The usual land area 
worked by a farmer ranges from ¼ to 
½ hectare divided into parcels or plots. 

In comparison, one of the four 
farmers in the community with the 
widest tracts has around 2-3 hectares. 
These landowners lease out what they 
cannot till at P5,000-P6,000 per crop-
ping depending on the area and the 
lease agreement they enter into with 
the tenants. The individuals with vast 
farm areas are also usually the owners 
of machines and equipment rented by 
the farmers. At some point, they are 
also the financers, as they have the cap-
ital and other resources.

Two financing schemes are fol-
lowed in Gumhang. One is dinnulin, 
and the other is porsyentuan. Under 
dinnulin, net income after all expens-
es are deducted is divided equally 
between the farmer and financier/
supplier. The supplier provides all the 
needed inputs, the cost of which is 
deducted after harvest. On the other 
hand, porsyentuan is usually a 60%-
40% sharing of net income in favor of 
the farmer. The financer lends money 
to the farmer to finance his production 
at a monthly interest of 5%-10%.

The farmers prefer dinnulin as 
exploitation is less. Porsyentuan is 
more disadvantageous because aside 
from the monthly interest on the 
money borrowed, the financer gets a 
share of the net income. And whether 
the farmer makes a profit or not, he 
is obliged to pay what he borrowed 
including the interest until it is fully 
paid. 

However, dinnulin can also be 
exploitative when suppliers deceive the 
farmers on the actual prices of farm 
inputs. If the farmers experience a crop 
failure, they only pay for the cost of 
supplies.

In general both sharing schemes 
are inequitable since the supplier/
financer is not involved directly in the 
production process. His only concern 
is providing farm inputs or financial 

 The individuals with 
vast farm areas are also 

usually the owners of 
machines and equipment 

rented by the farmers. 
At some point, they are 

also the financers, as they 
have the capital and 

other resources.
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Quantity Unit Price 
(P)

Total 
Cost(P)

1. Seeds 200g 700/50g 2800.00
2. Fertilizers:

Chicken 
Dung

Triple 14

45 sacks

2 sacks

120/sack

1300/sack

5400.00

2600.00
3. Pesticides:

Dithane
Pilarich
Pribaton

2kg
4L

2 bottles

600/kg
500/L

700/bottle

1200.00
2000.00
1400.00

Subtotal: P15,400.00

Production Costs and Income for Cabbage: One Cropping on ¼ hectare in 2014

Farm Inputs

*Production costs can vary with weather and pest infestation.

Labor Costs at P150/day except for tilling, 
plotting, hauling at P200/day

No. of man days Total cost
Tilling/plotting 20 4000.00

Panagbunubon 
( sowing)

1 150.00

Panag-abot 
(preparing holes)

10 1500.00

Fertilization 10 1500.00
Mixing com-

post
10 1500.00

Planting 10 1500.00
Panagsarado 

(application of 
commercial fer-
tilizer)

10 1500.00

Spraying 1 150.00
Weeding 10 1500.00
Harvesting:
1st Cut (first 

harvest)
10 1500.00

2nd cut 20 3000.00
3rd cut 20 3000.00
Subtotal                                                                               121 P20,800.00

*Labor includes land preparation activities up to harvest, which could 
require more than 121 days depending on the weather. 

Produce 
in kg

Transportation 
(P)

Meals in 
transit(P)

1st cut 1,500 5,250.00 1,500.00
2nd cut 4,000 14,000.00 1,500.00
3rd cut 3,000 10,500.00 1,500.00
Subtotal                                                 29,750.00 4,500.00
Total = P34,250.00

* The products were brought to Nueva Viscaya Agricultural 
Trading Post, with freight cost being 50 centavos less than the 

P4/kg for La Trinidad Trading Post

Product Sales (P)

Total Production Expenses: P70,450.00

1st cut 1500 x 20/kg 30,000
2nd cut 4,000 x 17/kg 68,000
3rd cut 3,000 x 17/kg 51,000
Subtotal                                                 29,750.00 4,500.00
Total Sales 149,000.00

Gross income (P149,000.00 – 70,450.00)
= P78,550.00 (if cabbage price and yield are exact)

*If the farmer worked under the dinnulin financing system, the net 
income of P78,550 would be divided equally, netting him P39,275.00 
or a monthly income of P9,818.75, basing on a 4-month  production 
from land preparation to harvest. If the farmer does not own the 
land, P5,000 would go to the rent, leaving him a monthly income of 
P8,568.75.

Transportation Expenses

Total Sales: P149,000.00

Production Costs* 

Income
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ily especially the educational needs 
of the children. Such farmers resort 
to borrowing capital from money 
lenders to be paid during harvest 
period. The unpaid balance for one 
cropping is offset in the next crop-
ping, leading to accumulated interest 
that puts the vegetable farmer deeper 
in debt.

Many of the interviewed farm-
ers were still paying loans incurred 
in the past. With no other income 
generating options, they continue 
to farm, hoping for a good profit in 
the next cropping. On the chances of 
hitting a good price or the “jackpot”, 
all of them said it would be good if 
one could get it even just once in the 
entire year to at least even out the 
losses. 

In 2014 these farmers were still 
experiencing production losses due 
to low vegetable prices in at least 
three previous consecutive cropping, 
with their profits able to cover only 
35%-60% of their total production 
costs. Two farmers broke even but 
most went bankrupt. 

Because of this situation, some 
of them were forced to give up their 
lands to pay their debts, no longer 
able to pay the capital and accrued 
interests. One farmer said he had 
even entertained suicidal thoughts 
in the past due to his inability to pay 
his loans and especially since he was 
only renting the lands he was tilling. 
Until now he has not paid his debts.

Up to the present there are more 
farmers in Gumhang renting land 
than those who own their farm 
areas. Most farmers said the only 
one benefitting was the land owner, 
since he was not affected by market 
prices and high transportation costs. 
For instance, for a total P30,000 sale, 
the only gain for the farmer is P5,000 
because the rest goes to the land rent 

and transportation expenses. The 
other person with a sure gain is the 
truck owner who is usually also the 
land owner and supplier. 

Cash crop farming does not 
improve the lives of poor farmers 
but has only made rich financiers 
and suppliers richer. But despite this 
situation, the former continue to cul-
tivate vegetable cash crops, hoping 
for better luck in the next cropping 
period not just to break even but to 
hit it big to be able to pay for past 
losses.

All those interviewed in Gumhang 
regretted having engaged in com-
mercial vegetable production. They 
recalled that they used to have a 
good and healthy environment to live 
in, few severe diseases, and no in-
debtedness when traditional farming 
was their dominant mode of making 
a living.

While they now have cash in-
come, the negative effects outweigh 
the gains. Where families borrowed 
money only to meet medical and 
educational needs before, today 
they take out loans to finance farm 
production that requires costly farm 
inputs. And every year commodity 
prices rise including of farm inputs 
but the prices of farm products re-
main low. 

With the government’s liberaliza-
tion policy in agriculture, which al-
lows other countries to bring in their 
products free of tariffs, imported 
vegetables have flooded the country. 
This has tremendously aggravated 
the already poor and complicated 
situation of Cordillera farmers in the 
vegetable industry. Gumhang is one 
of them. The Philippines is import-
ing around 40 kinds of vegetables 
and about 16 of these are produced 
in the Cordillera region. 

In 2002 vegetable farmers were 
shaken when imported carrots 
swamped the Manila market, and 
some 250,000 farmers immediately 
felt its impact. Small farmers were 
the most affected, incurring huge 
losse.

The upcoming implementation 
of the Asean Free Trade Area (AFTA) 
poses a further threat to vegetable 

New threats

needs, leaving all the farm labor and 
production problems to the farmer, 
which puts the latter at the short end 
in both financing schemes. From the 
net income, land rent is also subtracted 
that leaves the farmer a share that is 
not even enough to sustain his fami-
ly. Such a situation could lead to the 
farmer accumulating a pile of debt to 
the supplier or financer.

Another expense for farmers is 
the transporting of products to mar-
kets. While regular freight charges 
are P3.50/kg and P4/kg for the 
trading posts in Nueva Vizcaya and 
La Trinidad, respectively, these are 
negotiable especially during times 
when vegetable prices dip and could 
cause huge losses for farmers. 

In such cases, sales can be 
divided between the farmer and 
truck owner or the former pays less 
than the regular charge. Total diesel 
cost for a round trip to La Trinidad 
Trading Post was around P4000 in 
2014 and P2,000 for Nueva Vizcaya 
Agricultural Trading Post.

With high production costs and 
price vagaries, the vegetable farmer 
more often experiences a loss than 
profit. In a year, the farmers say, the 
chance of netting a good income or 
what they call “hitting the jackpot” 
is only once, and it comes only when 
the price of vegetables is so high that 
even rejects or poor quality vegeta-
bles can be sold. Most often, the sales 
are only enough to compensate for 
production expenses and to meet the 
household’s basic needs. 

According to some farmers in 
Gumhang, their production was 
good at first but after some years 
they suffered losses especially when 
vegetable prices dropped they could 
not compensate for production ex-
penses. One farmer cited a time the 
price of cabbage plunged to P1.00/
kg which made him decide to let his 
harvest rot rather than bring it to 
market, since the cost of transporting 
it would be higher than whatever 
sales he would make. This situation 
has resulted to product wastage and 
indebtedness of the farmer to finan-
ciers. 

Oftentimes the income of an 
ordinary farmer with no other source 
of livelihood cannot sustain the fam-

Bankruptcy and Indebtedness

Oftentimes the income 
of an ordinary farmer 
with no other source of 

livelihood cannot sustain 
the family especially the 
educational needs of the 

children. 
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producers in the Cordillera. Those 
in Gumhang foresee a possible loss 
of livelihood as an effect of AFTA, 
especially for small farmers like them 
because they have no other income 
source unlike rich farmers.

 
When AFTA is enforced, im-

ported vegetables, which are sold 
at cheaper prices, will again flood 
the market, disadvantaging locally 
produced vegetables that can hardly 
compete. When this happens tons 
of vegetables of indigenous farmers 
will just be dumped to rot on road-
sides, as transporting them to market 
would mean more losses. 

Importation weakens local agri-
culture, which could further bank-
rupt local vegetable producers. It 
puts the farmer’s livelihood at stake.

To the market. Cabbages are trucked to 
trading posts in Lagawe, Nueva Vizcaya and 
La Trinidad or buyers go to the barangay to 

pick them up; Onions ready for harvest
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he Guina-ang tribe is one of 
the tribes in Pasil, Kalinga 
who occupy six of the town’s 

14 barangays: Poblacion Guina-ang, 
Galdang, Bagtayan, Pugong, Dangta-
lan and Malucsad. Pasil, with a total 
population of 9,626, is ranked fifth 
poorest municipality in Kalinga. Gui-
na-ang Poblacion has 904 households 
of 3,400 individuals, comprising 36% 
of the whole municipal population. 

Guina-ang is a mountainous area 
blessed with thick forests that serve 
as the main source of water for the 
tribe. This watershed is the head of 
the rivers and creeks which course 
downstream to Pasil River that meets 
the famous Chico River in Tabuk 
then flows to the Rio Grande in 
Cagayan Valley. 

The people’s main livelihood is 
traditional rice farming and cultiva-
tion of different kinds of beans, veg-
etables and corn in swidden farms. 
Coffee and a variety of fruits and 
beans are their main sources of cash.

The Guina-ang tribe has main-
tained and continues to practice its 
indigenous beliefs and traditions 
including its socio-political system. 
The bodong or peacepact system 
that governs relations between and 
among tribes plays a vital role in the 
Guina-ang and other tribes in Kalin-
ga and neighboring provinces. It is 
of utmost importance to the pangat 
(elders) in every community. 

As leaders of the tribe, the pangat 

are the holders of the peacepact who 
represent the whole tribe on issues of 
land and tribal boundary disputes or 
concerns and have the final say in all 
matters concerning the group. The 
elders are respected and their words 
are honored by the tribesmen and 
the community. They are called to 
settle conflicts within families, clans 
and the community. Thus, a pangat 
must come from a well-respected 
family or bloodline and have a good 
and unsoiled reputation. To be a 
pangat is not simple as the peace and 
security of the tribe is in his hands.

Aside from forests and rivers, Pasil 
has rich mineral deposits that mining 
companies and other groups want 
to exploit. One of these is Makila-
la Mining Company, Inc (MMCI) 
which started operating in the ances-
tral lands of the Colayo, Guina-ang 
and Balatok in Pasil in 2005. 

The company is a subsidiary 
of Free Port Mcmoran Copper and 
Gold Inc, one of the largest mining 
companies that produce gold and 
copper. It is also known as Phelps 
Dodge, PDEP and Malibato Min-
ing Company, with headquarters in 
Phoenix, Arizona.  

Makilala Mining Company Inc 
has an Exploration Permit Applica-
tion (EXPA) registered as EXPA No. 
110. The application covers a total 
of 3,159 hectares of the ancestral 
lands of the Guina-ang tribe. MMCI 
was thus required to obtain the free 

Questionable FPIC process

T

“I prefer to die defending 
my tribe and ancestral lands 

rather than to die of sickness. If 
so,the community people will 

not chant (chanchannag) before 
my body because it is taboo 

(paniyaw).”Felipe “Ollang” Gayawet
elder of Guina-ang tribe

Big No posted in Guina-ang barangay hall
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environment. They presented only 
the benefits that the company would 
give. 

Moreover, according to 
NCIP-Kalinga, they were successful 
in obtaining the consent of the four 
barangays, and their basis was the 
attendance sheet on which partici-
pants wrote their names. But most 
of those present only did so because 
they thought it was a list of people to 
be given a monthly “honorarium” by 
the company. This is a clear mani-
festation that the NCIP staff did not 
provide full information and expla-
nation in their consultations, result-
ing in community people’s confusion 
that was used to favor MMCI.

On December 1, a consultation was 
held by NCIP in Poblacion Gui-
na-ang where most of the tribe mem-
bers had expressed strong opposition 
to large scale mining. They had 
also called for a moratorium on the 
implementation of the FPIC process 
and to first settle conflicts between 
and among tribesmen and with the 
neighboring Balatoc tribe on the 
“overlapping tax declaration” on their 

and prior informed consent (FPIC) 
of the Guina-ang community but 
what transpired was a mangled FPIC 
process. 

On August 12, 2013 in compli-
ance with FPIC requirements, the 
Kalinga Provincial Office of the 
National Commission on Indigenous 
Peoples (NCIP) conducted a consul-
tation of the “council of elders” of the 
Guina-ang tribe. However, the elders 
in this “council” were chosen by peo-
ple associated with Makilala Mining 
Company. The consultation was held 
at the Davidson Hotel in Tabuk City, 
Kalinga, which is another violation 
of the FPIC guidelines stating that 
consultations shall take place in the 
community concerned. 

The following month on Sep-
tember 9 the Guina-ang Indigenous 
Peoples Organization (GIPO) sub-
mitted a petition to the provincial, 
regional and national offices of 
NCIP, the Mines and Geosciences 
Bureau (MGB), Kalinga provincial 
governor and Pasil municipal may-
or. The petition called for a stop to 
the MMCI exploration and other 
destructive projects in the ancestral 
land of the Guina-ang tribe. Their 
position paper also questioned the 
formation by NCIP-Kalinga of the 
bogus “council of elders” that was 
said to represent five communities of 
Pasil, excluding Barangay Dangtalan, 
which everyone knows belongs to the 
tribe of Guina-ang.

Despite this documented 
strong opposition to MMCI’s entry, 
NCIP-Kalinga started its first con-
sultation with the Guina-ang tribe in 
November. NCIP presented its plan 
on how to conduct the FPIC process, 
specifically that it would conduct 
consultations in every barangay. 
This was opposed by the respected 
elders who asserted that the FPIC 
consultation be held according to 
the Guina-ang Tribal Assembly, 
which would be attended by the six 
barangays of the tribe. This was not 
heeded by the NCIP staff. 

On November 29, NCIP-Kalin-
ga went on with its consultations in 
barangays Galdang and Bagtayan 
and the following day in barangays 
Pugong and Malucsad. In these con-
sultations, they did not give detailed 
information on the mining explora-
tion’s impacts on the people and the 

Confusing and dividing a Tribe

shared boundary covered by MMCI’s 
mining application. 

Community peace and close 
family ties had been broken because 
of MCCI’s proposed entry. But the 
Guina-ang tribemen’s pleas again 
remained unheeded by NCIP and 
MMCI even in the presence of at-
tending representatives of MGB and 
DENR (Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources). The MGB 
and DENR personnel were there 
supposedly to confirm whether or 
not Poblacion Guina-ang had giv-
en their consent to MMCI’s mining 
exploration. 

On December 14, a group of 
members of the Guina-ang tribe 
in favor of MMCI’s entry held an 
assembly where they reportedly 
signed a resolution giving their 
consent to the company’s mining 
exploration project. Discussed in 
the assembly were the filed cases 
against NCIP-Kalinga for violations 
of the FPIC process and their failure 
to investigate the Guina-ang Indige-
nous Peoples Organisation’s petition 
against MMCI’s application. 

People signing attendance during 
information drive on FPIC process
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Attendees were also made to sign 
a document voiding the filed cases 
against NCIP-Kalinga; the docu-
ment had at least 63 signatories that 
included signatures of persons who 
were not present at the assembly. 

These signatures were made 
the basis by NCIP-Kalinga for the 
community’s “resolution of consent” 
allowing MMCI’s mining explora-
tion that it submitted to the NCIP 
regional office. The document was 
also the basis of then NCIP Regional 
Director Amado Batay-an to void the 
cases against NCIP-Kalinga and the 
GIPO petition-position paper that 
was signed by 600 members of the 
Guina-ang tribe. 

These are clearly irregularities 
that have confused the tribe in their 
opposition to MMCI. Nevertheless, 
the people against the project were 
ready to execute an affidavit to val-
idate the unlawful act of NCIP-Ka-
linga and some local officials who 
support MMCI exploration.

The following year, on February 
14, 2014, groups from the Guina-ang 
tribe opposed to mining filed a “res-
olution of non-consent” to MMCI’s 
application. They submitted the res-
olution to the offices of the nation-
al NCIP, NCIP Regional Director, 
NCIP-Kalinga, regional MGB and 
Kalinga provincial governor. Then 
on May 5, NCIP Regional Director 
Batay-an issued a directive to contin-
ue the FPIC process, disregarding the 
filed petitions and cases.

On June 5 the “council of elders” 
received a letter from the NCIP 
office stating a “tribal assembly” 
would be held on June 23. Some tribe 
members in favor of mining from ba-
rangays Bagtayan, Galdang, Pugong 
and Malucsad attended the assem-
bly. Representatives from Poblacion 
Guina-ang were also there to voice 
out their strong and firm rejection 
of MMCI and to have a chance to 
read an “open-letter” and distribute 
pamphlets on their position against 
the company’s entry. 

On the other hand the provin-
cial NCIP staff used the occasion 
to persuade those who had not yet 
signed the “resolution of consent” 
made in December 2013 to add on 
their signatures. They also presented 
their plan to file a case of pardaya (a 

grave offense or violation under the 
bodong system equivalent to libel) 
against Benny  Lingbawan Bala-
wag and Artemio Dalsen, members 
of the Guina-ang tribe who were 
spearheading the opposition against 
MMCI mining exploration. Apart 
from violating the FPIC process, 
NCIP-Kalinga also manipulated the 
indigenous socio-political system 
to push community consent for the 
MMCI project and to harass and 
silence those who disapproved of it. 

The life and security of the peo-
ple actively participating to stop the 
entry of MCCI and other large scale 
mining and destructive projects such 
as CHEVRON’s geothermal proj-
ect in the municipality are further 
threatened by military presence in 
the community. A notable presence 
is the Special Civilian Auxiliary 
Army of the Philippine Army un-
der the 77th Infantry Battalion, 5th 
Infantry Division (ID) of the North 
Luzon command. 

Members of the Guina-ang tribe 
resisting MMCI are concerned, 
having received threats from a fellow 
tribesman who works both for the 
military and for the mining company 
as liason. The military also uses the 
local Civilian Auxiliary Forces Geo-
graphical Unit (CAFGU) to sow fear 
among families protesting the entry 
of large scale mining. 

Long before this situation, the Gui-
na-ang tribe leaders had already or-
ganized themselves to unite and act 
as one for a single aim and purpose. 
The Indigenous Farmers Association 
of Guina-ang, Pasil Incorporated (IF-
AGPI) was a recognized organization 
back in the late 70s and 80s and was 
formally revived in 2013. 

Though it is a fact that the 
tribesmen themselves can fight for 
their common good, they revived 
IFAGPI as a means of strengthening 
their bond as tribesmen and to help 
develop their communities. Guided 
by various goals and programs, IF-
AGPI has also played a major role in 
the move to stop large scale mining 
and other destructive projects from 
entering communities of the Gui-
na-ang tribe.

Reviving a Sleeping 
Organization

On August 3, 2014 IFAGPI con-
ducted a general assembly attended 
by members of the Guinaang tribe 
to discuss the issues surrounding the 
exploration application of Makilala 
Mining Company, which was causing 
disunity in the tribe. The organi-
sation also presented its petition 
letter citing the destructive effects of 
mining, especially river pollution in 
their area and in downstream Tabuk 
and Cagayan. 

A participating elder, Fransisco 
Lingbawan, affirmed that mining 
could mean destruction in every cor-
ner of their barangay. He added that 
they could not guarantee that dis-
placement of their tribesmen would 
not occur if Makilala’s exploration 
pushed through. 

Appealing for unity to protect 
their land, IFAGPI board director 
Leonardo Banataw declared to the 
assembly, “Uray awan dagitoy da 
NGO nga kunkunada nga mangibag-
baga kanya tayo nga labanen tayu 
dayta minas ngem ammo tayo met ti 
madi nga epektona, isunga agkaykay-
sa tayu nga agkakailyan nga mang-
supyat iti dayta nga dakel a minas a 
mangdadael iti ili tayu 

(Even without this NGO whom 
they say are the ones encouraging us 
to oppose the coming in of the mine, 
we ourselves are aware of its effects. 
That is why we should all unite as a 
tribe and a community to stop the 
entry of that big mine which will 
destroy our homeland).”

IFAGPI and the tribe as a whole 
are determined to safeguard their 
ancestral lands, their wealth and only 
inheritance they can pass on to their 
children. While there is currently 
no visible action fromMMCI in the 
Guina-ang tribe’s area, the company 
is reportedly pushing for its mining 
application after the term of Presi-
dent Aquino who on May 17, 2013 
signed Republic Act 10561 declaring 
the province of Kalinga a Tourism 
Development Area. 

With this law, energy projects, 
mining applications and other big 
destructive projects can no longer 
enter the area. 
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s a community development 
worker it has been reiter-
ated to us time and again 

to strive to “see” clearly and objec-
tively. You should see yourself as a 
learner always willing to learn. To 
listen intently especially to ideas and 
concerns of the people. That there’s 
so much to discover. And to share 
your knowledge and ideas because 
by sharing you can also learn new 
things. 

My own expectation in my first 
immersion in a community was that 
I would act as a traditional commu-
nity development worker, that is, that 
I would go and spend time getting 
to know the people, taking whatever 
time was necessary for that. I would 
start to build some relationships with 
residents, hopefully one of trust, 
give the people a chance to look at 
me and I to look at them, wander 
around asking questions, and try to 
determine what it was that the people 
were experiencing, their felt needs, 
and the kinds of things that they 

Reflections of 
a community 
development 
worker

A

By Julie Mero

This is a reflection on my experiences as a community development 
worker in some communities of the Cordillera. I began working as one at 
the Montanosa Research and Development Center in 2005 and with the 
Center for Development Programs in the Cordillera from November 2011 
to the present.
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wanted to work on as a community. I 
wasn’t doing then in my life what was 
expected of me.

In the first few communities 
where I immersed myself, I learned 
and experienced a lot from the com-
munities – their agriculture, culture 
and language. Sometimes I was awed 
by how those in the far flung areas 
survived, being neglected by govern-
ment service. Because of government 
neglect, they have to help themselves 
to cope with the situation. They 
“doctor” themselves using their own 
herbal medicines.

 The organized community peo-
ple plan for their own development 
and work together as a community. I 
was often mesmerized by the dif-
ferent cultures of the communities 
especially their cultural practices. 
Though I am an Ibaloy, it was when I 
became a development worker that I 
learned about the diverse and com-
plex cultures of the different tribes of 
the Cordillera. 

The communities we usually go 
to are far flung areas. More often 
than not, these are the subjects of 
government neglect. It usually takes 
a 3-8 hour walk from the roadside 
to reach them. But all the weariness, 
tiredness and difficulty of the hike 
are eased with the warm welcome of 
the community. 

Oftentimes when we start walk-
ing to the communities, we joke and 
ask, why do the people choose to live 
in those far areas? And we always 
answer it ourselves: where will they 
go? If they go to the city, what job 
awaits them there? In the end, they 
will just be added to the urban poor 
community with less opportunity for 
a decent living. 

I gradually began to see what 
a community development worker 
should do. It was a process of highly 
developed involvement, discovering 
how people saw their community 
and the things they wanted to do to 
try to make it better.

There is always the thinking to 
work not only for the personal but 
to “serve the people,” the poorest of 
the poor and the oppressed. This 
way of being there is, in essence, to 
assist the people of the community 
and empower them, to help them in 

their own activities and programs, 
and to assist in the development of 
new skills. It is to facilitate the know-
how to do things they were not able 
to do so well in the past, to develop 
their own community in a way that is 
appropriate to them. 

As a development worker you are 
there to facilitate and learn, to affirm 
that the communities know how to 
do things, that they are responsible 
for themselves. It’s a process where 
people are helped to see that they 
have the capability to do whatever 
needs to be done. We help them 
build their self-confidence.

In this field of work I came to 
meet different kinds of people with 
different cultures. I also came to 
meet armed people in the communi-
ties like soldiers of the AFP (Armed 
Forces of the Philippines) deployed 
in the communities, fully geared 
for battle. Usually if you meet them 
they interrogate you, asking for 
identification. At my first encounter 
with them, I was truly nervous and 
trembling. 

I also meet some people they 
say are members of the rebel group, 
New People’s Army. I imagined the 
NPA before to look like gangsters 
and to be bad and notorious killers. 

I thought those I met were from 
the community because they were 
unarmed and were working with the 
people in their agricultural activities. 
At first I didn’t believe them, but 
they were very humble and polite, 
explaining why they became rebels. 

The presence of the two armed 
groups in the community made me 
more nervous at night. I thought, 
what if they clashed and crossfire 
would occur while we were in the 
community. There were many “what 
ifs” that came to mind and I feared 
for my security, for my life.

 Our mentors always say that we 
should assert our right to do devel-
opment work in the rural areas. But 
now with the intense vilifications, 
harassment, intimidation, threats 
and even killing of some develop-
ment workers and associating them 
with the rebel army to justify the 
killings -- my fear has heightened. 

I always wonder how to measure 
the success of a community devel-
opment worker. My experience in 
the communities has taught me that 
the basic reason why there are many 
poor people and only a few who are 
rich is the present governing system. 
The economic as well as political 
system in the country is controlled 
by a few elite in the society. In the 
communities are political dynasties, 
warlords, rich farmers, merchants/
middlemen and rich clans. They own 
and control almost 80% of the arable 
lands, tools and facilities as well as 
consumer and credit facilities. 

It is important to change the 
elite-ruled system that has removed 
the process of self determination 
at the community level especially 
among poor and oppressed people. 
All the decisions of major impor-
tance are made outside the commu-
nity by government administrators. 

There is no real opportunity for 
the people to participate in deci-
sion-making in a meaningful way. 
Decisions about the major aspects 
of community life, things that really 
concern the people are made by 
people who know little about the 
community. Often they do not live 
there and are not of the same cultural 
background. Self-determination and 
decision-making however are the 
heart of the community.  

Facilitating training on Organizational 
Management in Numpaling
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We are always reminded when 
we are in the community to always 
listen, to go around and ask ques-
tions. As community workers we 
respond in practical ways. People 
have practical problems and issues 
concerning community life. 

The development worker should 
be able to perceive and ready to deal 
with the practicalities of communi-
ty living. For sure, the community 
people would appreciate the good 
things you do. But it’s also good to be 
able to discuss theories with them. 
Indeed, theories are important for 
the people to explain, interpret and 
understand their situation and to act 
on it.

There were a lot of internal 
difficulties that I experienced, but no 
matter the kinds of strife taking place 
at the interpersonal level, it was very 
important that I remained steadfast. 
No matter what was happening, there 
was the knowledge that the devel-
opment worker should be there for 

all in the best way. He/she should be 
powerful and dynamic in enabling 
people to do whatever they need to 
work through or the issues they face 
at a personal or community level. 
He/she should be available and im-
partial to everyone, not taking sides 
with factions but equally accessible 
to all sectors of the community. It 
requires tremendous self-awareness 
and self-discipline but, as much as 
is humanly possible,  a community 
development worker has to have this 
kind of objectivity. 

I have also learned the impor-
tance of being a knowledgeable 
resource person because community 
people will approach you and ask 
your opinion on things, even con-
sult you on their ailments. It’s very 
important to be fully informed on 
issues. Although it is impossible for 
one person to “know” everything; 
what is crucial is the ability to access 
information and willingness to learn. 
These are a major and continuing 
responsibility of a community devel-

opment worker. 

My experience in community 
work has taught me to move out 
from my comfort zone and expand 
my personal boundaries. It is always 
easy to say “look for greener pas-
tures” especially when feeling mor-
ally low, which affects work perfor-
mance. In times like this the personal 
struggle is strong. A person does not 
change especially in behavior with-
out the will to do so. 

I was always reminded by the 
words of my colleague, “Always take 
the challenge; it is an opportunity for 
personal growth and always believe 
that in your own little way, change 
for the better is always possible”. 

Always learning something new 
from the community people and 
seeing them with smiles and a warm 
welcome give happiness to a commu-
nity worker. But the challenge to do 
something more for positive change 
is also always there.

In 1992 ASEAN established the ASEAN Free Trade Area 
(AFTA) for so-called greater economic integration. With 
this, ASEAN became the core of free trade agreement (FTA) 
networks in East Asia. AFTA aims to increase competitive 
boundaries of ASEAN countries as production base for 
the world market and to attract more foreign investment 
through the elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers 
under the mechanism, Common Effective Preferential Tariff 
(CEPT).

Indeed ASEAN attracts forest investors. In search of 
new markets and yearning for minimal operation costs, 
transnational corporations have set up networks in ASEAN 
countries.  Developing countries like those in Southeast 
Asia and China are more favoured locations because of 
abundant natural resources, cheap labour, friendly environ-
ment to corporations, and unstable and weak regulatory 
labour and environment standards.

ASEAN Free Trade Area: 
“With the establishment of the ASEAN Free Trade Area 
(AFTA) in 1992, ASEAN became the hub of free trade 
agreement (FTA) networks in East Asia, thus, taking the 
`driver’s seat’ in economic integration in the region.” (IBON 
Policy Brief on ASEAN Integration)

o promote peace and cooperation, countries 
in Southeast Asia united to establish a regional 
organization, the Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN), in 1967. Along with the Philippines were 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore as preliminary 
members. They were later joined by Brunei (1984), Viet-
nam (1995), Lao PDR and Myanmar (1997) and Cambo-
dia (1999). Recently East Timor and Papua New Guinea 
expressed their interest to join the association. The organi-
zation’s goals are to preserve peace and promote economic, 
social and cultural cooperation among ASEAN member 
countries.

FIRST in a series

Attracting foreign investors

Boon or Bane?

T
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However, the 1997-1998 financial crisis left ASEAN 
countries severely weakened. This prompted foreign direct 
investments to relocate to China, which opened her door to 
foreign markets and soon joined the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO). This was more damaging for ASEAN countries 
whose economies and international socio-political position 
are dependent on an investment-driven and export-orient-
ed growth scheme.

As the Philippines jumped into the bandwagon of globaliza-
tion, various sectors rallied to express their views and deep 
concern on what would become of the already weak Philip-
pine economy and the impoverished Filipinos. In the end, 
despite the protests, the Philippines was one of the countries 
that fast tracked liberalization. The country joined AFTA in 
1999 while ASEAN was still struggling to recover from the 
1998 Asian financial crisis. 

The Philippines, like other ASEAN nations rich in nat-
ural and human resources such as minerals, energy sources 
and cheap labor that primarily attract investors, sees AFTA-
FTA as a solution to help the economy boom. However, 
the Philippine government overestimated its capacity or 
ignored the fact that the Philippine economy at this time is 
not capable to compete with other ASEAN countries whose 
economies are comparatively far better off like Thailand 
and Malaysia or giant economies like Singapore and Brunei 
or First World countries that can afford to give 75%-100% 
subsidies to their local producing sectors and industries.
Their local producers can thus easily meet the interna-
tional market demand of a quality product for export. For 
this alone, the Philippine is clearly at the losing end of this 
competition.

Under the Common Effective Preferential Tariff, 95% of 
taxes paid by importers of industrial goods and services 
(industrial tariffs) in the Philippines have been reduced to 0 
to 5%. What does this mean for the Philippine local market?

The nightmare that Philippine local producers tried to 
prevent finally happened in 2002 when imported products 
especially agricultural produce like vegetables flooded the 
local market. Being cheaper, imported goods were preferred 
and snapped up by consumers, instantly wiping out local 
products. Farmers, especially small ones, were stunned at 
this turn of events. Many were left with nothing but an end-
less list of debts. Also forced to close down were some local 
small industries in goods and services.

A further burden on the people and a discredit to the 
Philippine government is the unnecessary importation of 
rice, another pressure from AFTA, as local produce can 
supply local demand. Just like any market manipulation by 
cartels, a seeming serious rice shortage was publicly floated 
that made consumers panic and promptly buy rice to ensure 
their rice supply, only to later find out from news reports 
that tons and tons of rice were rotting in National Food 
Authority warehouses. 

The Philippines is importing rice not because there is 
a shortage in production. Data from the Bureau of Agri-
culture Statistics show a huge volume excess in rice being 
harvested in the country. In 2012 the country produced 18 

million metric tons of palay equivalent to 23-25 million 
kilos of rice, which is enough to supply a Filipino with 230-
250 kilos of rice in a year. 

The claim of the government that globalization-liber-
alization-AFTA will boost the Philippine economy is not 
achievable nor can it improve its economic condition. Aside 
from Singapore and Brunei, most of the ASEAN nations are 
relatively poor especially those with a large agricultural sec-
tor. Many farmers cannot afford to compete in the ASEAN 
because of the entry of products from ASEAN’s free trade 
partners such as China, Australia, New Zealand and other 
rich and powerful countries, which give full subsidy to their 
industries especially agriculture. 

The Philippine government does not give much support 
to agriculture unlike Vietnam and Thailand, our two major 
sources of imported rice. The governments of these two 
countries play a big role in their agricultural production, 
giving their farmers appropriate technologies and big subsi-
dies for rice production. The Philippines is the only country 
in Asia that collects irrigation fees; needless to say fees are 
also collected from land and tool rents. Further, agricultural 
inputs are expensive due to lack of mechanization. 

In the long run, the Philippines may no longer produce 
food on her own for domestic consumption; it will be solely 
dependent on imports. Since mid-1990s the Philippines 
became a net food importer, which means that even though 
it exports more goods used in preparation of food products 
such as sugar, it imports more goods for survival such as 
rice. 

This simply means that the value of food imports is 
higher than exports over a given period of time. According 
to the Bureau of Agriculture Statistics, the country’s agricul-
tural imports exceed exports. In 2012 agricultural exports 
totalled US$ 5.04 billion, while agricultural imports reached 
US$ 8.17 billion.

What is the impact of AFTA/FTA in a marginalized econo-
my like the Cordilleraregion? The second series on AFTA in 
the next issue of Binnadang will give light on this issue.

Wiping out local products

AFTA/FTA in a marginalized economy

Banana republic in globalization bandwagon 
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Community Health Education, Services and Training in the 
Cordillera Region (CHESTCORE)

Cordillera Alternative Law Center (DINTEG)

Cordillera Disaster Response and Development Services, Inc 
(CorDis-RDS)

Cordillera Labor Center (CLC)

Cordillera People’s Alliance (CPA)

Cordillera Women’s Education Action Research Center, Inc. 
(CWEARCI)

Cordillera Youth Center (CYC)

Dap-ayan ti Kultura iti Kordilyera (DKK)

Development Agency of Tribes in the Cordillera (DATC)

Montañosa Research & Development Center, Inc (MRDC)

Northern Media and Information Network, Inc. (NMIN)

Regional Development Center – Katinnulong Dagiti Umili iti 
Amianan (RDC-KADUAMI)

Regional Ecumenical Council in the Cordillera (RECCORD)

CDPC NETWORK
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